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Drum played during the Civil War by Edwin D. Atherton of the 53 rd Massachusetts Infantry

Historical Harmony –
Townsend’s Musical Heritage

begun donating, and the firm crossing of all of
our Board Members’ fingers, we’re hoping to
make that 101 soon!

Like the opening scenes of an Indiana Jones
adventure, through the cobwebs and booby
traps of the Reed Homestead’s attic, we made
an exhilarating rediscovery - an antique
instrument of enormous historical and artistic
significance! My own musical education began
and ended with butchering third grade recorder
lessons, so little did I know as I casually
snapped a photo of the dusty, stringed colossus
that my brother-in-law, professional bassist
Justin Lee, would identify it as a nearly 200year-old piece constructed by renowned New
England craftsman Abraham Prescott.

Working with Billerica-based luthier
(stringed instrument specialist) Volker
Nahrmann, we’re planning on restoring the
Prescott bass, documenting every step of the
way for all of us to learn from, and giving
musicians the opportunity to bring audiences
the very notes which rang out through
Townsend’s halls two centuries ago!

Prescott’s instruments are held in
extraordinarily high regard worldwide for their
uniquely beautiful and powerful resonance. In
an age before giant amplifiers and stacks of
speakers, hearing a performance on a Prescott
bass was the 19th century equivalent of
gleefully having your eardrums blown out at
Woodstock. Only about 100 of Prescott’s
basses are in use across the globe today.
Through a combination of grant writing,
funding which some have already generously

Appropriately enough, we can begin with a
drum roll, as we’re fortunate to care for a drum
played by a soldier of the 53rd Massachusetts
Infantry named Edwin D. Atherton during the
Civil War. While Edwin was in his late 20s as
the war broke out in 1861, it was common at
the time for drummers to be among the very
youngest members of the army - some not yet
boasting ages in the double digits! Though

Written By Taber Morrell
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With these orchestral occasions to look
forward to, we’re highlighting some of the
Historical
Society’s
other
remarkable
instruments –

(Continued on page 4)

Townsend Historical Society News and Notes
From the Keeping Room…

President’s Overview by Ryan D. Hayward
Greetings! I am pleased to report that the Townsend
Historical Society is ready to kick off another great season
with many historic happenings. Before we get there, it needs
to be said…the weather needs to make up its mind! Here it is
April and it just snowed. The plants and animals must be so
confused. We had a full array of rain, ice, and frost, but
enough is enough! Now it’s time for warm weather. Let’s
hope the days ahead are filled with blue skies and bright
sunshine.

We’re coming back with a full schedule of programs
beginning with the first in-person gathering in over two years!
It really has been far too long. Throughout the summer, join
our open houses, and then, expect the fall favorites—our Arts
and Craft Fair, minuteman encampment and a series on
famous women from New England. We will end with our
holiday open house.

The Reed Homestead open for tours last summer. We hope to
welcome more visitors this year (see our below for dates).

Museum Tours for 2022
Reed Homestead Weekend Hours

Be on the lookout for our fundraisers. Paws for
Preservation will take place over the summer. Then, we have
partnered with our good friend Wayne Tuiskula of Central
Mass Auctions to bring you another Antiques Appraisal Night.
I can also let you know that our 2023 Community Calendar
will probably be on shelves by late summer. They make
excellent gifts and at $10 each, they’ll help us meet our goals
for this year without breaking anyone’s bank!

Our Federal-era house museum is open once again for inperson tours. Registration is recommended but not required.
Tickets will be available on our website. If you have not yet
come, or have not visited in a while, we have updated the tour
and put out new artifacts, including historic clothing, for you to
see. The dates are: May 7, June 4, July 16 and August 20
from 9AM - 1PM. Tours will be about an hour and leave on
the hour (we will add half hour slots if we have more docents!).

As of this writing, we already have 30+ vendors for the
41st Arts and Craft Fair. We have teamed up with the Couples
Club and are working to get donations of baked goods, and
welcome a few niche food vendors to add to the flavor of
offerings. Please save the date as we need to pack the
fairgrounds and support the vendors who support us.

Grist Mill Weekend Hours
Once again, we’ll be offering brief walkthroughs of our mill
properties. The Spaulding Grist Mill is one of the few
nineteenth century industrial buildings to maintain most of its
original workings. Come see this great artifact of the past. The
dates are June 4 from 9PM to 3PM and July 16 from 1 to 3
PM. Check the website for more times! Registration is
recommended but not required. Tours will leave on the half
hour. You can conclude your tour by visiting the adjacent
Cooperage. Over two centuries old, the building is rented to
Home at the Cooperage, an assemblage of antique vendors. Be
sure to see the six sided fireplace within while you shop.

We continue to work on a number of projects. We expect
that the Prescott Bass will begin restoration this summer. A
cultural council grant and generous donations will get the
project moving. We have our fingers crossed the Anderson
Foundation will support the venture. By far the biggest and
most important task is finding a contractor to bid on the
Cooperage work. We have funding in place but finding
someone to accomplish the work has been a challenge. We are
always taking suggestions. Once that is underway, we can
tackle the bunch of small projects around the museum, church,
and cooper shop.

*Masks are recommended but not required for in person events. Visitors are
reminded to be respectful of personal preference.

Being my fourth year as President, this will be my last.
Members should plan to nominate a candidate and elect a
new slate in the fall. We have a full term ahead of us and I
forward a productive year wrapping up the full array of
projects we started long ago.

Interested in Helping? Become a Docent Today!
Join us on April 30th from 9AM—Noon for training.
Please send us an email to let us know you’re interested. No
experience necessary. Our tours are scripted and visitors great!

Did you know… that you can help us simply by shopping
online? Amazon will donate .5% of your purchase through
their charity, Amazon Smile. Visit https://smile.amazon.com/
and select Townsend Historical Society from the list of
charitable organizations.
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Snow was no match for the original
snowmobile—a converted Ford Model T with
skis and tracks invented in New Hampshire.

The Model “T” Ford and
“Snowmobiles”
Written by John Barrett

In the early days of the automobile, towns
did not plow their roads. If anything after
heavy snow, a town would “roll” the streets,
compacting the snow to form a “snow road”
that horse drawn sleighs could travel on. A
review of Townsend town report from 1911,
indicates an appropriation for “snow roads and
snow sidewalks. Was this a reference to
“rolling” the streets? Oddly enough, a 1915
annual report budget refers to $10.87 for repair
of a plow. Even as late as 1921, town reports
refer to “breaking snow roads and sidewalks”
and spending $750 for same. More research is
needed as, sadly, there are only a few people
remaining who might remember “rolling” the
roads.
In those early days, most car owners put
their cars away in the dead of winter, and
walked or hitched old Nellie back up. While
Model T’s had high clearance to drive on snow
covered roads, driving on ice packed roads on
skinny tires, which originally had very little
skid proofing qualities, were not their cup of
tea. Still to get around in the automobile, some
people came up with a way to adapt the motor
car to a winter made for sleighs.
Virgil White, a Ford dealer in Ossipee,
NH, came up with a way to adapt the
automobile to the winter in the snowier regions
of the country. White took a Model T, replaced
the front wheels with skis and installed

caterpillar type wheels in the back. He
patented his invention in 1917 as the
“snowmobile”. By 1922, White was selling
parts to convert a Model T into a
“snowmobile” for $400. You could also buy a
Model T wholely transformed into a
snowmobile for $750. A bit pricey considering
in 1922 you could buy a regular Model T
Touring Car for $348.00.

This newsletter is
published by the
Townsend Historical
Society exclusively for
its members. If you have
enjoyed this issue and
are not already a
member, please consider
joining our organization.

By 1925, White was turning out about
3,000 units annually. A miniscule number
compared to the roughly 13 million Fords that
had been sold by then. There were other
“snowmobile” manufacturers, but did the vast
number of early automobile owners either put
their cars up when the roads were impassable
and walk, or hitch up old Dobbin once again,or
did they live large and take to the nation’s
highways and by-ways in their intrepid
motorcars? The drivers were certainly intrepid
to drive in the winter, as in 1919, 90% of the
automobiles in the USA were open cars. *

About Us:
The Townsend Historical
Society is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization. We
are dedicated to
collecting, preserving
and sharing the history of
our hometown.
Your membership is
critical to supporting our
properties and projects.
The Society owns and
maintains five historic
buildings: the Reed
Homestead, the
Spaulding Cooperage
and Grist Mill, the
Harbor Church and the
Copeland Cooper Shop.

Traveling to the depot was easy with the
conversion kit. Image courtesy the NH
Historical Society.
The snowmobile was popular with mail
carriers, firefighters, doctors and undertakers,
and people who had to get around regardless of
the road conditions. The “snowmobile” was
popular for a time and one was even used by
Donald MacMillan when exploring the Artic in
1927. But its days were numbered. By 1929,
the automobile had conquered the horse and
sleigh, as governments began plowing rather
than rolling roads, so that automobiles could
(Continued on page 5)

If you would like to see more updates about our
news, events and photos, you can find us online on
Facebook, Pinterest and Instagram! Just search
“Townsend Historical Society”. See you there!
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The Townsend Historical
Society provides
exhibits, and programs
for adults, educational
programs for school
children, research
assistance and tours.

Contact Us:
Email:
Info@TownsendHistorical
Society.org (one word)

Telephone:
978-597-2106
Website:
www.townsendhistorical
Society.org

Yesterday’s News
often so young, drummers took on heavy responsibilities. As
my fellow members of the Townsend Minutemen can attest
from battlefield reenactments, there are times when no officer
could hope to have his voice heard amidst the crack of muskets
and thunder of cannons, and it is only the sharp beat of the
drummers that can be made out through the chaos and drifting
clouds of smoke. Specific patterns held significant meaning,
telling the men to form a line, fire, retreat, to push on; these life
and death decisions being conveyed oftentimes by boys not yet
in their teens.

Lavier or Homer and Lovica depending on which spelling
you’re in the mood for), so we may yet discover a link between
the families.
Mr. Reed had the opportunity to play his bugle at an 1860
campaign event for none other than Abraham Lincoln! By all
accounts, the weather kicked up into an absolute tempest the
night of this fateful performance, and as a result Mr. Reed
contracted a cold from which he never recovered. At just 43
years old, Mr. Reed passed away on January 28th of 1861, but
not before having the chance to see Lincoln elected to the
presidency. His final resting place can be found here in Hillside
Cemetery, so we could pay our respects and congratulate Mr.
Reed on his candidate’s victory next time we’re there for one of
Lee McTighe’s excellent cemetery tours!

The drum appears to have been purchased by Edwin at a
music shop at 33 Court Street in Boston. Today, the address sits
in a sea of Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts, but in its heyday was
home to a specialty establishment where could be found such
musical relics of yesteryear as flageolets, flutinas, and hurdy
gurdies!

And last but certainly not least because this one’s a doozy,
we’ll look at a mysterious instrument which can be found in the
Reed Homestead’s dining room. Often mistaken for a piano, a
harpsichord, or even just a particularly bizarre writing desk, it’s
actually a mostly bygone instrument of the 1800s with the fun
name of “melodeon”!

Edwin survived the war, and his drum eventually found its
way to a happier post up through the 1930s in the Spaulding
School Band!

Melodeons are built sort of as if you took the most difficultto-use aspects of multiple instruments and jammed them all
together into one. Combine the complexity of rows of ivory
keys of a piano, the convoluted air piping of an organ, and the
manual labor of bagpipes, and you’ll have an idea of what it
would have been like to be a melodeonist. While reading music
and playing the keyboard, the musician would also have to use
the foot pedals below to pump air through metal reeds to create
sound, phew!

The bugle of Jonathan Adams Reed who was leader of the
Townsend Military Band from 1855 through 1860.
The next instrument we’ll look at is a 19th century bugle
that’s been present through some major historical happenings.
Manufactured just over the border in Winchester, NH, this horn
was proudly played by Jonathan Adams Reed during his time
as leader of the Townsend Military Band from 1855 -1860.

This melodeon was built by the D. Haselton & Co. of West
Townsend and is an important reminder of our own musical
manufactories. The piece is mid-nineteenth century.

The Townsend Military Band is a treasure trove of musical
heritage in its own right, dating back to 1838, making it the 3rd
oldest continuously operating band in the entire country! We’ll
do a deep dive into their nearly two centuries of talent and
entertainment in a future edition, but for now, back to Mr.
Reed!

A major hub of the melodeon industry was right here in
town; you can make out “D. Haselton & Co., West Townsend,
Mass.” emblazoned on the piece’s woodwork. Melodeons saw a
bit of a boom-and-bust business, with David Haselton’s
company employing more than two dozen artisans at its peak in
the mid-19th century, headquartered right around the area along
Main Street where Elsa Williams’ School of Needlework would
later be situated, and where Delaney Antique Clocks can be
found today.

Born in Springfield, MA, it doesn’t seem as though there’s
a clear connection between this Mr. Reed and the family who
lived in the Reed Homestead here in Townsend Harbor. That
said, 19th century New England recordkeeping sometimes
leaves a bit to be desired in the spelling and genealogy
departments (his parents are listed variously as Hamer and

As time went on, standardization in manufacturing made it
easier for other companies to mass-produce the intricate parts
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of pianos, so it’s perhaps not a surprise that the melodeon’s
popularity waned fairly quickly and Haselton’s shop remained
in business for only a quarter century or so. That said, if any
enthusiastic musicians out there would like to put forth the fullbody physical and mental workout it takes to play one, we’d
love to hear a melodeon concert someday!

looked like nothing so much as an outhouse on skis. Lenny and
Priscilla donated the snowmobile to the Model T Ford Museum
in Richmond, Indiana in 2013. In the course of transferring the
vehicle, pictures were taken which, when exposed, seemed to
show a paranormal presence.

Thank you for joining for our look at some of the
Townsend Historical Society’s antique musical instruments and
the stories of those who played them. We’re hoping this will
drum up (bad pun intended) excitement as we get the
restoration of the Prescott Bass underway this year. We’ve
received enormous support and enthusiasm from bassists eager
to play this revered piece of music history, and we can’t wait
for all of us to have the rare chance not only to see, but to hear
the past brought to life!

Snowmobile meet at King Farm on Scales Lane in Townsend.
There have been a number of meets here over the years.
Perhaps this and other tales of early motoring will appear
in subsequent editions of the Harbor View.

*A word about open cars vs. “convertibles”. Frequently
people will see an old Model T touring car or runabout and
call it a “convertible”. Touring cars or runabouts were in fact
“open” cars. In contrast, in the 20’s, more auto makers began
making coupes or sedans, which were “closed” cars. Closed
cars had sides and were fitted with windows which rolled or
could be pulled up to “close” the car from the elements. While
you could get “side curtains” for your touring car or runabout,
these curtains deflected some of the breeze, and rain or snow,
but not much. Eventually, auto designers came up with the idea
of a closed car, where the top could be taken down, converting
it into an open car, hence the “convertible”. Also, early Fords
and most early cars also didn’t have heaters. Even when the
“New Ford”, the Model A came out in 1927, the cars didn’t
come with heaters, though a “manifold” heater could be
obtained as an after-market accessory.

US mail vehicle owned by Lenny and Priscilla Smith. This
vehicle was donated to the Ford Model T Museum.
Snowmobiles…(Continued from page 3)

course over cleared roads rather than the ice pack. Virgil
White’s factory in West Ossipee, NH closed in 1929, though
his incarnation lives on in the myriad of recreational
“snowmobile” which are made by several companies today for
off-roading and trail riding. In Townsend, the town meeting
voted in 1932, to “keep the roads open for automobiles during
the winters of 1932 and 1933 when possible to do so”. The
budget provided approximately $1,679.00 for snow “removal”
including $85 for repairs to the “plough”. Evidently, the Town
was no longer “rolling” the snow but “ploughing” it.
There are still Model T snowmobile enthusiasts around.
The Yankee IngenuiT’s is a Model T and early automobile club
now based in Townsend and formed in 1982. ** Two of the
original founders of the club were Lenny and Priscilla Smith.
Lenny worked on scores of Model T and Model A Fords over
the years. Lenny also was instrumental in forming the Model T
Snowmobile Club. During the 1990’s and early 2000’s, several
snowmobile meets were held in Townsend, usually at the King
Farm off of Scales Lane.

** The Yankee Ingenui’T’s Model T and Antique Car Club will
hold its 40th Birthday Celebration this summer on the Townsend
Common on Saturday, June 25th, 2022. Membership is open to
anyone interested in the Model T If you or someone you know
is interested in these veteran cars, feel free to call John Barrett
at 978-821-3323 for more information.

At the meets, people could watch the snowmobiles run
about the farm and go for rides and there was always a
smorgasbord of food. Lenny and Priscilla had a unique Model
T snowmobile which had been used for delivering mail. It

Contributions for articles are welcome. Just let us know if
you’d like to share some local history and we’ll be happy to
accommodate you. If you’re interested in helping, please give
us a call or email so we can get you started.

Inspired to Write? Let Us Know!
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From the Archives
The text itself is a work of fiction. It was written by Mrs.
Adeline Dutton (Train) Whitney (1824-1906), an American
novelist and poet born in Boston. She was a prolific writer,
publishing more than twenty-five works during her long life.
This version was released after her death, but was a treasured
classic in the eyes of her devoted following. The novel is best
described by readers as following the main character as she
grows up in her community. Although it is a work of fiction, it
very likely draws from everyday experiences of the author,
which makes texts such as these relatable to readers. Having
not yet read the novel, it is not entirely clear if there is a local
connection but anyone that wishes to check it out is certainly
encouraged to do so. There are plenty of circulating copies in
library systems and it is also digitized online.
Returning to Nathalie, we learned that she lived her entire
life in Townsend. She was a part of the Townsend High School
class of 1916. She met and married Ralph Harrison Misner
(1892-1946) in 1919. While Townsend was welcoming home
their World War I veterans, the pair were settling into their new
life together. Ralph worked as a Cooper at the Fessenden Mills
while Nathalie stayed at home. After his untimely passing,
Nathalie worked at the Townsend Post Office. She was
appointed Postmaster in 1963 and executed her duties with
friendly face and the upmost attention to detail. She would pass
away eight years later, 1971, after a long and active life..

Book c. 1910 inscribed to Nathalie O’Brien from her
grandmother. The note reads that it was a Christmas gift.

A Book and Its Cover….
Written by Ryan D. Hayward

An unassuming hardcover, Faith Gartney’s Girlhood
written by Mrs. A.D.T.Whitney, was donated by a Mr. Jeff
Helm back in 2020. The donor was divesting the book from his
collection and thought we could use it because of the
inscription on the front cover. The vintage text is otherwise
unremarkable so why should the Townsend Historical Society
choose to hold onto this text? A bit of historical research
revealed great information about the owner, giver, and their
important connection to Townsend.

Our dive into the history of this book unexpectedly turned
up a photo of young Nathalie during her graduation. She stands
among classmates ready to go forth into the world, perhaps
using some of the knowledge gathered from books that were
gifted to her. We are fortunate enough to receive items such as
this. While most come to us with some history, those that we
uncover are truly that much more remarkable. What once was
an unassuming hardcover is now a treasured possession owned
by an important member of our community. Better yet, it is a
twentieth century artifact, something we are just now realizing
we need to start to collect. Reflecting, I guess the old adage is
true, you really cannot judge a book by its cover.

On the inside cover, clear and beautiful penmanship reveals
the book was once owned by Nathalie E. O’Brien and was a
Christmas gift in 1910. Who was this young girl? Nathalie
Elvira O’Brien was the first child and eldest daughter of
William T. O’Brien (1870-1919) and Hattie M. Longley (18731909). Her father was raised locally and worked as a cooper
then shopkeeper. Her mother came from Lunenburg and was
simply listed as “at home”. The pair married in Pepperell on
October 28, 1896 and a little over a year later, Nathalie was
born on December 24, 1897. Christmas Eve was extra special
that year with the new arrival.
By the time young Nathalie was twelve, she had two other
siblings: Catherine Beatrice (1899-1993) and Charles Michael
(1904 - ). She was gifted the book by her “Grandma Longley”
but finding out who she was required a great deal of sleuthing.
Her grandfather was Charles Bowers Longley (1845-1916) and
he was married to Elvira Jeannette Gilchrist (1853-1874) but
she had died shortly after Hattie was born. There were a
number of marriage records for persons named Charles B.
Longley. At first appearance, it would seem like perhaps he was
attempting to marry a number of women all at once. Careful
sorting revealed there were actually a number of individuals in
the Townsend area all sharing a similar birth year and name.
Charles did remarry in 1882 to Julia E. Burnell (1845 – 1927)
and they lived in Lunenburg. It is likely that Julia was the giver
of the book and was “Grandma Longley”.

Townsend High School class photo. Nathalie stands in the
front row, center, among her six female classmates.
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Calendar of Events
A Preview of Fall 2022 Programs:

(Save the date - confirmation to follow in Summer, 2022 issue)

Fall Open House and Encampment

Spring Program — White Stars, Black
Sea: A Titanic Retrospective

Saturday, October 1 - Reed House, 72 Main Street in
Townsend Harbor. 9 AM—4 PM.

Friday, April 29 - Townsend’s United Methodist Church at
265 Main Street in Townsend Center. 7 PM.

The Reed Homestead will be a flurry of activity for a
Saturday in the past. Tours will be provided on the hour.
Reenactors will be demonstrating crafts, cooking and the
military arts on the grounds. Be sure not to miss this exciting
opportunity to connect with history.

April marks the 110th anniversary of the fateful voyage of
the Titanic. The Townsend Historical Society welcomes you
to join for local historian Will Kindler’s “White Stars, Black
Sea: A Titanic Retrospective”, featuring actual artifacts from
the disaster and a fascinating presentation including rare
stories and even some newly-uncovered historical connections
between the Titanic and the people of Townsend. The event is
free and the public is welcome.

Annual Meeting and Program

Sunday, November 6 - Location TBD. 2 PM.
Be ready to hear about the full range of activities we
accomplished throughout the year. This will be followed by a
program. The details of the speaker and topic will be released
in the summer issue of the newsletter or you can always check
on our website!

Part of Will’s annual tradition is the “Titanic Live” event.
Beginning in early April, Will charts the ship’s maiden
voyage and provides hour-by-hour updates of what was
happening in real-time leading up to the tragic events of April
14th and 15th, 1912. You can follow along and learn more
about Will’s work collecting, preserving, and presenting
Titanic history via his social media page using this link:

Holiday Open House

Sunday, December 4 - Reed House, 9AM—4 PM.
You’re invited to partake in merriment during this festive
gathering. The Reed Homestead will be open for tours on the
hour to help you step back in time and escape the holiday
rush. Decorations in seasonal spirit will help liven the mood.
Our gift shop will be open and available for you to browse. On
your way out, be sure to grab Christmas cookies made in our
own wood fired hearth. We hope to see you there!

https://www.facebook.com/whitestarsblacksea/

41th Annual Fall Arts and Craft Fair
September 17 9 AM-4 PM and 18, 10 AM-4 PM on
Townsend Common in Townsend Center.

Save the date and prepare for another fall favorite! Come
support our annual fundraiser by attending the Arts and Craft
Fair. The Common will transform into a marketplace filled
with colorful and creative works by talented artists and
crafters. We anticipate over fifty-five vendors, more music,
food and fun. This event is great for all ages so please be sure
to bring the family. We will have our usual petting zoo, fudge
and face painting booths. Spread the word and we’ll look
forward to seeing you in the fall!

An image from the Great Snowstorm of 1717 which dumped
several feet of snow over New England.
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Become a Member of the Townsend Historical Society
Join or Renew Today!
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________ Phone: _________________________________
____ Individual ($30) _____Family ($50)

_____Supporting ($80) _____Patron ($100)

____ Senior ($15) _____Student ($10) ____Business ($100) _____Patron Business ($200)
_____ I’d like to volunteer

_____Tax deductible gift

Please—check your mailing label. The month and year of your membership expiration follow your name. Don’t forget to
renew when it’s time! Your support helps the Society continue its work saving, preserving and sharing Townsend’s history.
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